Coming soon!  
THE NEW MISSOURI DRIVER LICENSE!

The Missouri Department of Revenue is enhancing the security of driver licenses and nondriver identification cards to help protect your identity and decrease fraud.

The Department will begin issuing the new Missouri driver license, statewide, on June 22, 2020.

With red, white and blue waves, the new design was chosen in honor of Missouri’s upcoming bicentennial.

The same design will be reflected on the Missouri non-driver ID card and instruction permit.

Enhanced security features will provide assurances to law enforcement, retailers and others who rely on driver licenses and ID cards for proving identity.

- Designated header colors for different license types
- Ghost images
- Updated laser perforation in the shape of a dogwood flower
- Laser-engraved tactile feature
- Ultraviolet (UV) ink features on both sides of the card

Important: Any previously issued Missouri driver license or nondriver ID card, REAL ID-compliant or not, is still valid until its listed expiration date.

The USA in the upper left-hand corner indicates country of issuance and is not tied to citizenship or immigration status.

Apply for your Missouri driver license, nondriver ID card or instruction permit at any one of Missouri’s more than 170 contract license offices throughout the state. To find a license office near you, visit dor.mo.gov/offloc/.

Anyone requesting a new driver license or nondriver ID card outside of their normal renewal period and solely for the purpose of obtaining the new version will have to pay the standard duplicate processing fees. However, there are no additional fees or costs to Missouri residents to obtain the newly redesigned driver license as part of normal processing.

Find detailed fee information at dor.mo.gov/drivers/license.php#fees